
Tripla™ Elite Series  
Three-Way Mixer Tap Made From 
100% Stainless Steel

T A P W A R E



Chic and high-quality on-trend taps combined 
with a state-of-the-art filtration system

The Tripla Elite is a 3-way mixer tap which separates filtered water from the hot and cold water 
line, ensuring clean drinking water while not impacting the flow rate. When combined with a 
Puretec Ultra Z water filter it will provide chlorine and sediment free water straight to your 
stylish kitchen. 

This contemporary tapware comes in a range of colours and finishes to fit any stylish kitchen 
design. It is made of stainless steel which guarantees high quality and durability, supported by 
a 15-year warranty*.
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Mixer tap only, filter system not included. Minimum pressure 50 kPa. Not suitable for unequal pressure. Required hole for the tap: 33mm diameter. All pictures and information are supplied as a guide only, 
the product may have degrees of colour variations. On high pressure areas where the pressure exceeds the recommended working pressure, a pressure limiting valve must be installed or warranty is voided. 
^Residential 15 Year Warranty: Tap warranty is 2 years parts and labour, plus 13 years parts only. Finish warranty is 2 years. Flexible mixer tails are 5 Years warranty. Commercial 2 Year Warranty: Tap 
warranty is 2 year parts and labour. Finish warranty is 1 year. Refer to the user guide for full details of the warranties.
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The Tripla Elite taps should be combined with a Puretec Ultra Z water filter to provide you with pure, refreshing 
drinking water on tap 24/7. For mains water applications the Z1-MW-K filter kit is recommended, while the Z1-RW-K is 

recommended for rainwater applications. Talk to our customer service team for any other filtration needs.


